Sequence diversification and exon inactivation in the glycophorin A gene family from chimpanzee to human.
In humans, the allelic diversity of MNSs glycophorins (GP) occurs mainly through the recombinational modulation of silent exons (pseudoexons) in duplicated genes. To address the origin of such a mechanism, structures of GPA, GPB, and GPE were determined in chimpanzee, the only higher primate known to have achieved a three-gene framework as in humans. Pairwise comparison of the chimpanzee and human genes revealed a high degree of sequence identity and similar exon-intron organization. However, the chimpanzee GPA gene lacks a completely formed M- or N-defining sequence as well as a consensus sequence for the Asn-linked glycosylation. In the case of the GPB gene, exon III is expressed in the chimpanzee but silenced, as a pseudoexon, in the human. Therefore, the protein product in the chimpanzee bears a larger extracellular domain than in the human. For the GPE genes, exon III and exon IV have been inactivated by identical donor splice-site mutations in the two species. Nevertheless, the chimpanzee GPE-like mRNA appeared to be transcribed from a GPB/E composite gene containing no 24-bp insertion sequence in exon V for the transmembrane domain. These results suggest a divergent processing of exonic units from chimpanzee to human in which the inactivation of GPB exon III preserved a limited sequence repertoire for diversification of human glycophorins.